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We present large-eddy simulations (LES) of turbulent mixing at a perturbed, spherical 
interface separating two fluids of differing densities and subsequently impacted by a 
spherically imploding shock wave. This paper focuses on the differences between two 
fundamental configurations, keeping fixed the initial shock Mach number :::::;1.2, the 
density ratio (precisely IAol :::::; 0.67) and the perturbation shape (dominant spherical 
wavenumber e0 = 40 and amplitude-to-initial radius of 3 %): the incident shock 
travels from the lighter fluid to the heavy one, or inversely, from the heavy to the 
light fluid. fn Part l (Lombardini, M., Pullin, D. I. & Meiron, D. I., J. Fluid Mech., 
vol. 748, 2014, pp. 85-112), we described the computational problem and presented 
results on the radially symmetric flow, the mean flow, and the growth of the mixing 
layer. ln particular, it was shown that both configurations reach similar convergence 
ratios :::::;2. Here, turbulent mixing is studied through various turbulence statistics. The 
mixing activity is first measured through two mixing parameters, the mixing fraction 
parameter e and the effective Atwood ratio A.., , which reach similar late time values in 
both light-heavy and heavy-light configurations. The Taylor-scale Reynolds numbers 
attained at late times are estimated at approximately 2000 in the light-heavy case 
and 1000 in the heavy-light case. An anaJysis of the density self-correlation b, a 
fundamental quantity in the study of variable-density turbulence, shows asymmetries 
in the mixing layer and non-Boussinesq effects generall y observed in high-Reynolds-
number Rayleigh- Taylor (RT) turbulence. These traits are more pronounced in the 
light- heavy mixing layer, as a result of its flow history, in particular because of 
RT-unstable phases (see Part 1). Another measure distinguishing light-heavy from 
heavy-light mixing is the velocity-to-scalar Taylor microscales ratio. In particular, 
at late times, larger values of this ratio are reported in the heavy- light case. The 
late-time mixing displays the traits some of the traits of the decaying turbulence 
observed in planar Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) flows. Only partial isotropization 
of the flow (in the sense of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and dissipation) is 
observed at late times, the Reynolds normal stresses (and, thus, the directional Taylor 
rnicroscales) being anisotropic while the directionaJ Kolmogorov microscales approach 
isotropy. A spectral analysis is developed for the general study of statistically isotropic 
turbulent fields on a spherical surface, and applied to the present flow. The resulting 
angular power spectra show the development of an inertial subrange approaching 
a Kolmogorov-like -5/3 power law at high wavenumbers, similarly to the scaling 
obtained in planar geometry. It confirms the findings of Thomas & Kares (Phys. Rev. 
Leu., vol. I 09, 2012, 075004) at higher convergence ratios and indicates that the 
turbulent scales do not seem to feel the effect of the spherical mixing-layer curvature. 
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1. Introduction 
Molecular mixing as a consequence of st1rnng by fluid motion is a process 
of fundamental importance in a myriad of applications. Variable-density mixing, 
i.e. mixing between fluids of differing microscopic densities, which is encountered 
for instance in geophysical and astrophysical flows, combustion and fluidized beds, 
is often driven by acceleration, e.g. gravity. When the local density gradient and 
the pressure gradient generated by the acceleration field are misaligned, barodinic 
vorticity is generated and perturbations of the initial density layer can grow nonlinearly 
and lead to turbulent mixing. In a constant acceleration environment, this is known as 
the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability (Taylor 19'0). Its impulsive analogue, e.g. when 
a density interface is accelerated by the passage of a shock wave, is referred to as the 
Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instability (Richtmyer 1960; Meshkov 1969). Unlike RT 
flows, which are unstable only when the density gradient is in the opposite direction 
to the acceleration, i.e . Vp · V p < 0 (e.g. heavy fluid atop light fluid in a gravitational 
field), RM perturbations grow whether the incident shock wave propagates from a 
light to a heavy fluid (Vp • V p < 0) or from a heavy to a light fluid (Vp · V p > 0). 
The study of baroclinic instabilities in curved geometries, in parcicular when the 
mean isopycnic and isobaric cylindrical/spherical surfaces are concentric to each other, 
is relevant to problems spanning a wide range of scales, from supernovae collapse 
(Joggerst, Almgren & Woosley 2010) to explosive detonation (Balakrishnan & Menon 
201 I ) and inertial confinement fusion (ICF) (Weiser-Sherrill et al. :2008). In these 
implosion/explosion-driven flows, density inhomogeneities are not only RM unstable, 
but also radially accelerated/decelerated and therefore subject to RT instabilities as 
they geometrically contract or expand, as discussed in Part 1 (Lombardini, Pullin 
& Meiron 2014). We have also seen that a spherical interface initially impacted by 
a converging shock is reshocked multiple times, whether the interface is initially 
processed in a light-to-heavy fashion or vice versa. The turbulent mixing observed in 
RM flows with reshock has been studied in light-heavy and heavy-light configurations 
in planar geometry (Lombardini et al. 2011 ), but little work has been done in spherical 
geometry, for two-dimensional (20 ) axisymmetric flows (Glimm el al. 2002) or fully 
three-dimensional (30 ) flows (Youngs & Williams 2008). Thomas & Kares (2012) 
initialized a 30 simulation in an octant from a 2D flow: first, a 20 axisymmetric 
problem with azimuthal perturbations in a quadrant was run up to after the first 
reshock; at that poinc the solution was rotated into a 30 octant and continued co 
late times. Youngs & Williams (2008) and Thomas & Kares (2012) used numerically 
diffusive schemes co capture the shock and model the turbulent dissipation. 
ln Part 1 we described a different approach to that of Youngs & Williams (2008) 
to simulate the 30 turbulent mixing driven by spherical implosions. We performed 
Cartesian-grid based large-eddy simulations (LES) of the two-component flow using 
an explicit subgrid-scale (SGS) model and a low-numerical dissipation advection 
scheme applied in the turbulent but smooth regions. The computational domain 
considered is either an octant of a sphere or a full sphere. The initial converging 
shock is generated as a self-similar, radially symmetric solution of the Euler equation. 
Spherical harmonics are used to construct the pre-shock interfacial perturbations. 
We continue here the investigation of two canonical configurations: the Light fluid 
enclosed by the spherical interface, or vice versa, as summarized in table 1. While 
Part l has focused on the importance of understanding the mean flow for the 
study of the mixing-layer growth, various turbulence statistics are presented here. 
In § 2, we analyse the mixing through various measures, with a particular focus on 
variable-density effects through the density self-correlation b defined below. Some 
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(a ) Air-? SF6 
Ao~ 0.667 
Ms0 = 1.2 
(b) Sf6 .- air 
Ao~ - 0.667 
Ms0 ~ 1.222 
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TABLF. I . Table of runs for the light-heavy and heavy-light configurations considered 
indicacing pre-shock Atwood ratios and incident shock Mach number at impact. 
characteristics of the turbulence such as Taylor and Ko lmogorov microscales, based 
on turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and dissipation, are discussed in § 3. Section 4 
details how to perform a spectral analysis of turbulent fields on a spherical surface, 
which is used co represent power spectra of the late-time turbulent mixing as well as 
to build the initial perturbation field presented in Part I. 
2. Mixing s tatistics 
In this section, we study the evolurion of some important stat1st1cs in variable-
density flows : the mixing quantities e (t) and A,.(t) , and the density self-correlation 
b(r. t). These three quantities are computed from spherical surface averages defined 
below. We recal!_ that fluctuations from a surface average (Q) and from a Favre-like 
surface average Q = (pQ}/(p ), where p is the density of the mixture, are given by 
Q'(r. e. </J: 1) = Q(r. e. </J: t ) - (Q}(r. t) . O:' (r, e. </J ; l) = Q(r. e. </J: t) - Q(r , l ) . 
(2. la,b) 
We insist chat these are surface-averaged statistics performed on LES data obtained by 
solving the Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes equations. For clarity, we have omitted bars 
and tildes that usually denote the filtering operations. 
2.1. Mixing quantities A and A,, 
Consider that the amount of mixed fluid results from the passive chemical equi librium 
between light and heavy fluids. The mass fraction of product is 
[I - (1/1) ( r , t)] (1/t) (r, t) 
[l - (l/t ) (re. t)] (l/t ) (rn l) ' 
with (l/t )(r,, t) = 0.5, and the mixing-layer width 8 at time 1, defined by 
8(1) = 1oc 4(1/t } (1 - (l/t )) dr, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
can then be interpreted as a product thickness that would result if the entrained fluids 
were perfectly mixed in the directions () and </J. Using the scalar field Y = 21/t - I, the 
ratio 
Joo (I - (Y2})dr Y(t) 
8 (t)= ~ =--, lo (I - (Y)2)dr 8(t) (2.4) 
characterizes the re lative amount of molecularly mixed fluid within the mixing 
layer, i.e. the tocal chemical product formed (Ji'J) re lative to the maximum chemical 
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produce or product that would be formed if all entrained fluid were completely mixed 
within the layer-centre spherical surface (8), as defined by Youngs (I h>-i). Here, 
molecular mixing is a surrogate for a chemical reaction. Anocher mixing variable 
is the effective Atwood ratio Ae, which is defined as the turbulent density intensity 
(p '2) 112/(p } evaluated at the layer-centre surface: 
V(p'2} (r(. , I) 
A e(t) = . (p ) (r ... l ) (2.5) 
The quanti ties 8 and Ae complement statistics based solely on ( Y) (e.g. o) that 
cannot distinguish between fluid locally mixed for example at a fraction Y (x , t) = 0 
and unmixed fluid in equal proportions in a particular spherical surface for which 
( Y) (r, t) = 0. According to the definitions of 8 and Ae, completely mixed fluid 
(i.e. homogeneity across the layer-centre spherical surface) is characterized by 8 = l 
and Ae/ A = 0, whereas A = 0 and Ae/ A = l corresponds co complete segregation 
(i.e. immiscible case). 
Figure I compares the evolution of the maximum chemical product 8(1) with that of 
the total chemical product .9>(t). We note that, in the light- heavy case, .?JJ increases 
by a factor of approximately 5 in the time stretch 0 .6 ~ 6u t/ Ro~ l. I following the 
first reshock and an RT-unstable window, whereas 8 rises by an even larger factor 
(approximately 6-fold) in that window. This suggests not only an intense mixing 
activity, but an even more important growth of larger, entrained eddies which are 
responsible fo r an actual decline of e immediately following the reshock-induced 
phase reversal (6 ut/ R0 ~ 0.6) until 6ur/ R0 ~ 0.8 (figure 2a ). From then, molecu lar 
mixing suscained by RT potential energy becomes predominant and e starts increasing 
while A., decreases. Ac late times, the mixing s lows down as the mixing layer keeps 
growing. Ultimately, e and Ae/A reach the values ~o.8 and 0.6, respectively. Tn the 
heavy- light configuration, the increase of e and Ae from 6ut/ R0 ,2: 0.12 apparent 
in figure 2(h) confirms that the main contributing factor to the mixing activity is the 
RT unstable phase, when the interface decelerates inward prior co the first reshock 
(see figure 14b of Part 1). The two gases mix at the fi nal levels E:> ~ 0.8 and 
Ae/ A ~ 0.6 comparable to the values obtained in the light- heavy configuration, even 
though the turbulent mixing follows from a different fl ow history. For comparison, 
the planar RT-unstable mixing simulations of Cook, Cabot & Miller (2004), which 
also employed the same gas combination and an initial perturbation spectrum of the 
Gaussian type but with different peak wavenumber and standard deviation, achieved 
8 ~ 0.78 and Ae/A ~ 0.48. 
2.2. Density self-correlation b 
We have seen in appendix -\ of Part I that the mixing layer grows asymmetrically, 
with the spikes and bubbles rising at different mean radial velocities. This is not 
only a purely geometric effect, but also a general feature of mixing at high A, as 
opposed to Boussinesq flows in which densities are close in value and the mixing 
layer remains symmetrical around the centreline. [n variable-density, multicomponent 
flows at vastly different densities, the diffusive mass flux strongly depends on the 
mass frac tions and the density field, which is itself a function of the mass fractions. 
This leads to nonlinear phenomena that are not seen in constant-density mixing. For 
instance, Livescu & Ristorcelli (2009) comment how, in variable-density flows, light 
fluid mixing into heavy fluid operates differently than heavy into light mixing, and 
how this introduces a new source of skewness of the probability density function. 
A general featu re of mixing at high A is the tight coupling between the density 
and velocity fields that requires a careful study of turbulent statistics such as the 
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FIG URE I . Total molecular ffilxmg f!/J (solid line) and maximum molecular mixing 8 
(dashed) versus t: (a) air-+ SF6 and (b) SF6 -+ air. 
normali zed lurbulenl mass flux a, in the ith direction and the Favre Reynolds stress 
components Ru, especially the TKE ,x;, defined respectively as 
(2.6a,b,c) 
Whi le the density variance (p12} mediates the turbulent mass flux in Boussinesq flows, 
in variable-density mixing (Livescu & Ristorcelli 2007) this role is played by the 
density-specific volume correlation, or density self-correlation, 
b = - (p 'v'} . with v = - . (2.7) 
p 
The quamity b affects the production of radial turbulent mass flux ar through the 
term b a(p }/a r (see appendix ..\..2), and ar sets the energy convers ion rare through the 
production term ar a (p) j ar in the surface-averaged TKE equalion (see appendix A 3). 
Figure 1 depicts the radial profile of b at three different late times, t = 2tRt:sl, 3tResl 
and 41Re~ i. The bimodal character of the light-heavy b-profile (figure }a) persists as 
the spikes and bubbles continue to r.ransport partially mixed gases from the outer 
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FIGURE 2. Ratio of mixed to entrained fluid e (solid line) and effective Atwood number 
ratio Ae/A (dashed) versus t : (a) air ~ SF6 and (b) SF6 ~air. 
regions of the mixing layer. As the mixing zone grows, it becomes more asymmetric, 
with a stronger peak on the heavy side, as confirmed by a positive peak of the ob/ot-
profile on the heavy side (not shown here). The heavy- light b-profile evolves more 
into a single peak almost aligned with the layer centre as observed in planar RT 
mixing (Livescu et al. 2009), but stiU witb a slight asymmetry towards the heavy side. 
The study of b encompasses the previous analysis of A,, that was a measure of the 
density fluctuations at the layer centre: the Boussinesq approximation can be seen as 
the leading order of the Taylor expansion of b for small density fluctuations €p = 
(p12 ) 112 / (p) « 1 (the value f p = 0.05 is usually taken to define the limit below which 
the Boussinesq approximation applies): 
(2.8) 
where the odd terms characterize the skewness of the density profile. Differences 
between b and the normalized density variance €~ indicate non-Boussinesq effects 
already anticipated by the asymmetric growth of the mixing Layer. The departure 
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from the Boussinesq approximation is largest at the edges of the layer, consistent 
with figure ...+. Tndeed, even though Ep is small towards the edges (typically < 0.1 at 
the edges, and >0.3 at the interior), the skewness of the density profile is positive 
on the light side and negative on the heavy side, all odd terms in (2 ~) thus being 
of the same sign away from the layer centre. We further observe from figure .f that 
b has larger magnitude than €; on the heavy side, and smaJJer magnitude on the 
light side. Therefore, at fixed Atwood ratio, the Boussinesq equations would lead to 
smaller energy conversion rate on the heavy side of the layer, compared with the 
more general variable-density equations. 
The surface-averaged equation governing the evolution o f h(r, t) is given by (see 
appendix \ I) 
ab+ ii,. ab = 2a, ab _2 (I + h) a, 8(p } + (p } ~ (r2 (p'v' u~) ) 
81 ar ar (p) ar r 2 or (p) 
~
1h tJ (h m (h rrn 
[ 
(u) a ] 
+ 2 (p) (u V· u)-~ ar (? (u,)). (2.9) 
(/dV) 
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Studying its right-hand side, as well as those of the a; and .% equations (see 
appendices \.2 and A 1), is relevant to the characteri zacion of the turbulent mixing 
and to second-order moment Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) modelling in 
variable-density flows. Figure 5 measures the relative norm of each term (across the 
mixing layer) as a function of time, depicting that term (h IV), i.e. the production of 
b by specific volume-dilatation correlations, is the dominant term at late times. In 
che lighc- heavy case, (b IV) actually accouncs for more than 80 % of the right-hand 
side across the whole layer, the other terms cancelling each other out due to opposite 
signs. The late-time approximate b-equation is therefore 
ab [ (v) a ] 
-:::: 2 (p) (v V·u)---(r2 (u,)) . 
ai r2 ar (2. LO) 
In che heavy-light case, term (b TV) is still dominant. When accounting for possible 
cancellation of terms with opposite signs, we obtain the same equacion as ( 2 I 0) near 
the edges of the layer. As noted by Livescu et al. (200lJ) for planar RT mixing, we 
find presencly chat (b II) almost balances (b TV) at the layer interior, as they have close 
magnitude but opposite sign: 
0:::: - (l + b) a, <J{p) + (p) [(v V. u ) - (rv2} :r (r2 (u,} )] . 
(p} ar " 
(2.11) 
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FIG URE 5. Relative norm of the right-hand side terms of the b-equation versus t: (a) 
air~ SF6 and (b) SF6 ~air. 
Hence, a model for the production of b by the mean density gradient, (h Tl), would 
also be necessary for RANS closure in the heavy-light configuration. 
3. TKE and dissipation 
3. 1. Subgrid and resolved TKE and turbulent dissipation rate 
We compute two kinds of surface-averaged statistics of the turbulent activity: (i) the 
total TKE (per unit mass) defined as the sum of the resolved-scale TKE, .Jf,.er. and 
the SGS TKE, Xsgl• and (i i) the total turbulent dissipation race as the sum of the 
resolved-scale dissipation, Erw and the subgrid energy transfer, E.rg.h that arc given for 
example in Lombardini (21 08): 
V/ l -;;-,, 
../Lre.< = 2U; Uj, 
X.. _ (r ii) 
'Sf:V -2(p)' (3. la,b) 
(dijSij) (rus'u} Eres =~· E,115 =-~ (3. l c,d) 
Here d,1 and -rii are the components o f the resolved and subgrid stress tensors, the 
total stress tensor being <l,; =du - r ij; Sij denote the components of the resolved-scale 
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the late time l = 3tResl: (a) air-+ SF6 and (b) SF6 -+ air. 
strain-rate tensor. Typical surface-averaged profi les of the resolved and subgrid TKE 
are shown in figure n, at late times. Surface averages of the resolved and subgrid 
energy dissipation rates are plotted in figure 7 . In particular, the subgrid energy 
transfer off the grid is much larger than the (resolved) viscous dissipation (by a 
factor of approximately 1000 for air-+ SF6 and 500 for SF6 -+ air), implying thal 
most of the dissipation is provided by the subgrid activity as commonly observed in 
LES of turbulent flows. Even at three times the reshock time, the turbulent activity 
is still intense. The total TKE and turbulent dissipation seem to peak on the heavy 
(bubble) side, at (Y} ~ 0.5, confirming some of the observations on the mixing-layer 
asymmetry made in § 2. 2. 
The evolution of the volume-averaged total TKE, x v01 , computed by summing 
radially across the mixing layer the total surface-averaged TKE, Xm + .Jf';~r· is 
displayed in figure 8. In the light-heavy configuration (figure 3a ), the large deposition 
of baroclinic energy due to the first reshock and the RT-unstable period fo llowing 
(figure ]a of Pare I ) manifests itself by a large rise in .;ev01 , for 6ut/ R0 "?:., 0.6. After 
these events ( 6u t/ Ro ~ 0.8), the TKE decays until a second reshock/RT-unstable 
period deposits additional vorticity. Similar events occur at later times with weaker 
signatures. To compare, in the planar case where (i) the first reshock is followed by 
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FIG URF. 7. Radial profile of che resolved (solid line) and subgrid (dashed line) turbulent 
dissipacion rates at che late time t = 3tRrsl: (a) air-+ SF6 and (b) SF6 -+ air. 
a sequence of expansion fans reverberating between the endwall and the mixing layer, 
and (ii) there is no occurrence of RT instability, the TKE experiences a slow but 
persistenc decay following the first reshock- and expansion-contact interaction, and 
none of the secondary expansion fans generate a sufficiently large pressure gradient 
to deposit noticeable amounts of vorticity. ln the heavy-light configuration (figure 8b), 
the first reshock interaction leads to an increase in .;evnt, for D.ut/R0 2: 0.27. After 
this event follows a period of decay until a second reshock deposits additional 
vorticity. Subsequent reshocks of weaker intensity are almost imperceptible. 
3.2. Turbulenr length scales 
To investigate the nature of the decaying turbulence observed in the previous 
subsection, we define various turbulent scales. First, an integral length e. to be 
assimilated to a dissipation length as classically defined in isotropic turbulence, is 
specified as follows: 
with u' = 
2 (.~ .. , + Xsgs) 
3 and E = Eres + Esgs· 
(3.2) 
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FIGUR E 8. Evolution of the volume-averaged total TKE: (a) air-+ SF6 and (b) SF6 -+ air. 
A Taylor microscale is also computed with the following isotropic definition, 
u' 
AT = -~;::::£:::;::/ c=1 s===(=v };:::::>' (3.3) 
where (v) is the surface-averaged kinematic viscosity of the mixture. Taylor-like 
microscales can also be derived for fields other than the velocity. For example, fo r 
the scalar field, 
A.r = (VY' · V Y'}/3 (3.4) 
The definition ( 1 -1-) results from a simple analogy with the TKE dissipation: the 
dissipation rate (.;f' Vl) in the surface-averaged TKE transport equation ( \ ) ), i.e. the 
sum of O le) and (1 I J), is consistent with the definition of the Taylor microscale 
(3 1). Here, the scalar dissipation rate Xs = (D}(VY' · VY'} , which arises in the 
surface-averaged transport equation for the scalar variance (Y12 ) /2, results in a 
Taylor-like scalar microscale ..ii......, (Y'2}/(x f/(D}), with (D} the surface-averaged mass 
diffusion coefficient of the mixture. A factor of three is added co obtain a proper 
isotropic definition. 
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We plot in figure 9 the ratio of the time scales associated with the energy and the 
scalar dissipations, 
3u'2 /E 3 1 A~ 
rd(t)= (Y'2)/xs = ssc ,iV (3.5) 
where Sc = ( v) / (D) and the various surface averages are evaluated at the mixing-layer 
centre. The time-scale ratio has often been employed co characterize the mixing in 
forced turbu lence in a constant mean gradient of density or temperature. le represents 
the non-dimensional mix race in time units scaled by u'2 / E (Ristorcelli 2006 ). Figure 9, 
in particular figure 9(b), shows a different behaviour than in Boussinesq mixing for 
which the rate is assumed constant (Warhaft & Lumley >78). In variable-density 
mixing, the ratio can vary considerably, specially at high Arwood ratios and Reynolds 
numbers. However, Livescu & Ristorcelli (:2008) indicate that, in the decay stage 
of their variab le-density buoyancy-driven turbulent mixing test, the ratio becomes 
Boussincsq-like and reaches a value near the isotropic turbulence value of 2 (in the 
case Sc = I). Pullin (2000) observes, with the same subgrid model as the presem one, 
values of the ratio ~2.8 over a range of increasing Taylor-scale Reynolds numbers 
> 200, for a test consisting of passive scalar transport by forced isotropic turbulence 
with a preserved mean scalar gradient. For similar Aows, the direcr numerical 
simulation of Overholt & Pope ( 1996) and Gotoh, Watanabe & Suzuki (20 I J) at 
Taylor-scale Reynolds numbers <200 and 600, respectively, and the implicit LES of 
Wachter et al. (2013) at Taylor-scale Reynolds numbers < 250. show cominued growth 
of rJ over the range of increasing Reynolds numbers simulated. Here we measured, 
at the mixing-layer centre and at late times in the evolution of the decaying turbulem 
mixing, values of the Taylor-scale Reynolds numbers ,2: I 000 (not shown). re is nor 
clear why, at such large Reynolds numbers, our LES rcsulls show larger values of 
rd in the heavy-light case than in the light-heavy one, but this could be a useful 
interrogation when assessing mixing rate closures. Moreover, a study of the Reynolds 
number dependence of rd in the late-time decaying turbulent mixing stages would 
require the investigation of different incident Mach numbers. 
The length scale (1 .+) represent the characteristic wavelength of a perturbation field, 
more precisely a measure of the root mean square slope of the perturbed interface. 
Mathematically, they are also referred to as the zero-crossing wavelength , which is an 
indicator of the spectral frequency modes presem within the interface. 
Finally, the Kolmogorov scale A.K, characterizing the very smallest, dissipative 
eddies, is given by 
(
(v)3)1/4 
AK = -
E 
(3.6) 
All of these scales are evaluated at the mixing-layer centre and their evolution is 
represented in figure I 0. While the early growth of the mixing layer is expected 
to be mainly anisotropic, with a strong radial signature at all scales, we might 
expect a trend to isotropy at lacer times, once the main reshock waves have exited 
the computational domain. Therefore, we do not attach significance to the above 
definitions when b.u t/ Ro ;S I in the light- heavy case and ;S0.5 for the heavy-light 
case, but we adopt them for a first description of the decaying turbulence phase 
of the now. Ac such lace times, a large separation of scales is observed between 
the integral length scale (J 2) and the Kolmogorov scale ( ' 6). Note that, for both 
light-heavy and heavy-light configurations, che grid size is well within the inertial 
subrange, justifying a posteriori the need of a subgrid model. 
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FIGURE 9. Evolucion of the time ratio rd(t): (a) air~ SF6 and (b) SF6 ~air. 
3.3. Anisotropy 
Since the driving flow is anisotropic, it is expected that the normal stresses will be 
anisotropic too. The large-scale anisotropy, which appears in the turbulent mass flux 
and TKE equations (appendix \ ), is measured by the Favre Reynolds stress anisotropy 
censor 
RufJ 1 
K fJ = - - -8~u, et , f3 = r. B. "'· 
y Rkk 3 y,, 'fl (3.7) 
A diagonal component reaches zero for isotropy, its upper bound, 2/3, when there is 
I 00 % of the energy in that component, and its lower bound, - I / 3, when there is 
no energy in that component. Similar to variable-density mixing in buoyancy-driven 
turbulence (Ristorcelli & Clark 2004; Livescu & Ristorcelli 2007), the normal stresses 
are non-isotropic at late times (figure 11 ). In the heavy-light case, B,, seems to evolve 
between the values 0.15 and 0.3, corresponding to ;:::::50 to 65 % energy in the radial 
component. This is comparable to RT turbulence (Livescu er al. ~009) in which B,, 
evolves to an almost constant asymptotic value of ;:::::Q.3 across the layer. A slight 
asymmetry is apparent here, with a stronger anisotropy on the light side. The light-
heavy configuration exhibits a significantly different structure, another signature of the 
successive RT-unstable events. After four times the reshock time, B,, does not seem to 
have reach~d an asymptotic state yet. At such times, the profile is asymmetric, with 
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FIGU RE l 0 . Evolution of various length scales evaluated ac che mixing-layer centre 
r = re: mixing-layer widch o, integral length ./:.6 , scalar-based Taylor microscale Ay, Taylor 
microscale ,lr and Kolmogorov microscale AK. (a) Air~ SF6 and (b) SF6 ~ air. The two 
thin, dashed, horizontal lines represent the finest grid size .1 (bottom line) and the initial 
perturbation amplitude a0 (top line). 
values in the 0.15-0.3 range on the light side, and negative values on the heavy side 
corresponding to less than 30 % energy in the radial component. 
To account for the anisotropy of the flow, directional Taylor-scale Reynolds numbers 
are also introduced: 
u' = (1 
u' 
with Ar. = a 
" Jsa / (15(v)) ' 
a = r. e . ¢. 
(3.8a,b) 
(3.8c,d) 
Tn these expressions, the directional TKE and dissipation rate are both the sum of 
a resolved and subgrid contribution, s imilarly to (1.1 a,b) and (J lc,d). Expecting 
statistical isotropy in the transverse directions, we defi ne a transverse Taylor-
scale Reynolds number by Re11r0., = (Re.J.ro + Re,irq, ) / 2. We also define directional 
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Kolmogorov microscales, 
1Ka = ( (~~3) 1/4 ' / l c.w a = r,O, </>. (3.9) 
A transverse Kolmogorov microscale is then computed as A.Ko., = (AKo + AK,, )/ 2. 
The Taylor and Kolmogorov directional measures are taken at the mixing-layer 
centre and their evolution is represented in figures 12 and I -; respectively. In both 
light-heavy and heavy- lighc configurations, isotropy at the Kolmogorov scales is 
practically reached at late times, while there is no evidence of isotropy at the Taylor 
microscales, suggesting anisotropy in the TKE components but not the turbulent 
dissipation. This speculation is confirmed by calculations of the variance of each 
velocity component at the mixing-layer centre, in particular by the resulcs on Brr 
in the previous paragraph. We finally note in figure I 2(a) the repeated RT-unstable 
periods typical of the light-heavy configuration. 
4 . Spectral statistics on spherical surfaces 
Here we describe the spectral analysis of a statisticaJly isotropic field on a sphericaJ 
surface and, inversely, how to build a statistically isotropic field with a given spectral 
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F 1GURF. 12. Lace-rime evolution of the radial (solid line) and transverse (dashed li ne) 
Taylor-scale Reynolds numbers, evaluaced at r = r, .: (a) air -+ SF6 and (b) SF6 -+ air. 
signature. We then present some spectral results obtained from LES data of the 
spherical curbulent mixi ng. 
4.1. Decomposition using the spherical harmonics basis 
The spherical harmonics are the natural basis to represent a field on a sphere as 
they ci rcumvent the pole singularity problem of a spherical coordinate system. O n a 
sphere of radi us R, any real square-integrable function can be expanded as a linear 
combination of the Laplace real spherical harmonics which form a complete set of 
orthonormal functions: 
oc l 
f(R. e, </J) = L L ftm Ye,,,(8. </J). 
t=O m=- t 
where che real spherical harmonics are given by: 
y ((} ¢) - {N(t.m1 P'e" (cos 8) cos (m</J) 
tm ' - N(t.lmDP~"'1 (cos8) sin (Jml</>) 
m ~ O. 
m<O. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
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F IGURE 13. Lale-time evolution of the radial (so lid line) and transverse (dashed line) 
Kolmogorov microscales, evaluated at r = rr: (a) air ~ SF6 and (b) SF6 -+ air. 
The P'f,' are the associated Legendre polynomials and N (t.ml is a normalization constant 
given by 
N<t.m> = · 
(2 - ~om) (2l + I) (l - m) ! 
(e + m)! 
With this so-called ·unit-power' normalization, 
From a g iven field f( R, B. </> ), the coefficients ftm can therefore be computed as 
ftm = -1 Jr.. f (R, B. <l> )Yt,,.(B, <l> )dQ . 
4n 'lfn 
(4.3) 
(4 .4) 
(4.5) 
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4.2. Angular power spectrum 
Next we define the cwo-point correlation function of a random field I on a sphere as 
x. t oc tz 
'h' = f (X i)/ (X2) = L L L L fe1m/t1m2 Yt1m1 (9, . </> i) Yr:mz (91, </>2) · ( 4.6) 
i1=<l 1111 = -ti l2=<l m2= -l2 
where we used (4.1 ), and where the bar defines the mean of a random variable. For 
a homogeneous random field, 'I! must be a function of Q = x 1 - x2 . We define (} and 
'fJ as 
(4.7a,b) 
It is easy to show that, for a statistically isotropic field on a sphere, i.e. for c#l(r>), 
(4.8) 
for some coefficients Ct,· Indeed, equation (.+ 6) becomes 
oc t x 
CC= L Ct LYt111C81.</>1)Ye111 (fh.</>2)= L (2t + l )C, P, (cos'fJ)='t'(t? ) . (4.9) 
t=O m=-t l=O 
with Pr the Legendre polynomial of order e. The second equality above was achieved 
using the addition theorem for spherical harmonics. As 'fJ ~ 0, 
.:C(O) =!2 = I:cu + I)Ce. (4.10) 
l=O 
Identifying J2 with the spatial average of / 2 over the sphere, and using Parseval's 
theorem, 
- lj[, 2 ~~ 2 J2 = 4rt ~ .f(R , e. </>) d!! = ~ ~ .ft,,,. 
!1 l=O m= t 
( 4. 1 l) 
Combining (4.10) and (-U I): 
(4.12) 
These are the coefficients of the so-called angular power spectrum of the random field 
f, and they will be used to characterize turbulent statistics extrapo lated on spherical 
surfaces. 
Conversely, co construct a statistically homogeneous, isotropic field f (R. fJ. <f> ) on a 
sphere, one must choose its coefficients flm such that ( 4 2) is val id for a speci tied 
Ct . For example, we propose 
cos(2rtw[") f im = ..j (U + l)C, -;::::::::==== (4.13) 
t L cos(2rtw~)2 
1=-t 
where cl; are randomly generated numbers in (0, I]. This methodology is used to set 
up the initial interface perturbation as a (0. <f> )-isotropic field. 
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4.3. Relation lO the energy-spectrum .function E(k) 
In homogeneous turbulence, the two-point velocity correlation and the velocity-
spectru m tensor form a Fourie r-transform pair: 
(4.14a,h) 
where !#;i(ll) = u,(x 1)ui(x 2) . The energy-spectrum function E(k) is defined by 
contraction of <l>,1 and integration on a sphere in k -space to give 
In isotropic turbulence, 
(4.16) 
Since <P" = £(k) /(2rrk'1·) is a function of the magnitude k, its inverse Fourier transform 
fl;; depends only on the magnitude Q. For two-point correlations on a sphere, this 
implies that &R;, only depends on the separation angle {}. In the particular case f = u;, 
.'fl;; corresponds to <6'( !.?), and from (4 14), 
({((tJ)= fff°0 E(k;e'k·Qdk . with k·Q = kocosBk }}l _00 2rtk 
= (''° E(k) (Ji e'k"co~IJkdQk) dk = 2 {oc E(k) sin(kQ) dk. lo 2n 'ifa, lo kQ (4.17) 
Since the Legendre polynomials represent an orthogonal basis of functions satisfying 
then (4.9 ) implies that 
Ct=~ 1rr ctf( iJ) Pt(cos iJ) sin {}diJ = 1rx: E(k)Jr(kR)dk, 
where we have used the result of ( .+ . ~), and where 
l rr sin ( .J2kRJ I - cos{}) -~e (kR) = Pt (cos iJ ) .J2 sin tJdiJ . o 2kRJ 1 - cos iJ 
;
,1 sin ( ./2.kR.Jf=x) 
- P (x) dx 
- -I l .J2kR.Jf=x 
l 4{3 l 2kR ~ tj "J • d 
= ~ (2kR)2i+2 y- smy Y 
1=0 ° 
t ? /3 . 
= L ~1F2(i + l; ~.j + 2; - k2R2). 
j=O 1 + J 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
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where 1 F2 is the generalized hypergeometric function. The third equality was obtained 
by using the change of variable y B- ,Ji.kR.J(-:::x and writing Pe as the following sum: 
t ( l )j 
Pe(x)= L.Btj ;x 
1=0 
(e) (-e -1) with .Btj = j j . (4.21) 
Equation (-+ 19) then becomes 
(4.22) 
Assume now a power-law energy-spectrum function E(k) = £0 (k/ k0) - a, with et > 0: 100 E(k)1F2 U+ L; ~.j+2; -k2R2) dk 
2a . (rt) aEo j+l = - r (-a) Stn - a (koR) - . ' 
2 R 2;+a + l 
and (-t..:: ) becomes 
t 
C 2a+ lr ) . (re ) k R)OIEo ~ /Je.1 e = - (-a sm - a ( o - L.t . . 
2 R J=O 2; + a + I 
Using the definition (4 21 ) of .Bej. we finally obtain after some simplifications 
r (-a) r ( ~) E r ( e - ~ + ! ) 
c, = -2" r (' ; a) sin Ga) (k,R)" ; r ( e + ~ +;) 
In the limit e » I, we can then show that an energy-spectrum function 
leads to an angular power spectrum Ce,...., e -{CY + I ) . More precisely, 
ix r(-a)r(~). n I Eo(e) -ccr+1> 
C, = - 2 r (';a) son (1a) k0RR koR 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
This relates to a two-dimensional radial power spectrum EP10"(K), with K2 = k; + k;, 
that characterizes a statistically isotropic turbulent field on a (x. y)-plane, for which 
an energy-spectrum function E(k),....., k- a would give £Plan,....., K - CY. First observe that the 
harmonic modes in planar and spherical geometry are best related via the eigenvalue 
of the two-dimensional part of the Laplacian operator, i.e. K 2 i.n planar geometry and 
ece + I) I R2 in spherical geometry. The spherical harmonic modes are not simple 
waves, so one cannot define an appropriate wavelength for them. However. one can 
use the connection defined by the Laplacian eigenvalues to refer to the 'wavenumber' 
0 f the modes: K 2 = e ( e + 1) I R2 • For e » I and at positions on the sphere not too 
close to the pole, a given spherical harmonic r;11 can be approximately represented 
as a superposition of planar modes whose wavevectors point in different directions 
but are of magnitude K-:::::. e; R. In this limit, ec( "'K-cr (see (-+ I 0)), and we nacuraHy 
recover the scaling of che planar power spectrum. fncuitively, the smaJJ-scale turbulent 
modes do not fed the curvature of the sphere. 
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4.4. Results 
At a given time 1, consider LES data, f(r.., 8;. ¢1 ; L), interpolated on the sphere of 
radius r = rc(l). We first compute the perturbed field f' from its spherical surface 
average, from which the coefficients fr.m are derjved, using ( ~ .:'). For example, for 
m>O, 
(4.27) 
where !:::,,.(} = t:::..<P = IJ./rc. Rearranging, 
2 N11 N~-1 
hm = 4 fJ. r2 L NtmP';' (cos 8,) sin(}, L r ( r... 8;. ¢1; /) cos(m<P1>. 
Jt '" i=O j=O 
(4.28) 
Therefore, at a given time L and for a given field/, the calculation of each coefficient 
/e,,,, i.e. for a given couple (f, m), requires N0 (rJ = rnrc: / Ll 1 evaluations P'l'(cos 8;), 
which can be particularly expensive for large e, even when using a recursion formula. 
Because there presently exists no truly fast spherical harmonic transforms, we pre-
compute once the P;' on a very fine 8-grid. The ?'/:'(cos 8;) are then obtained using an 
interpolation onto the grid of N0 (rc) subdivisions at time 1. The coefficients C1. of the 
angular power spectrum are then evaluated following (4.12). For a comparison with 
the - 5/3 Kolmogorov scaling, we actually plot fCe as well as the slope e-513 (as 
explained at the end of § 4 3). To be able to compare in Lhe same figure the spectra 
of a given field at various times, and therefore for different values of r,., we plot .ect 
as a function of the dimensionless wavenumber n k = (L/ 2n)k, where we arbitrarily 
define k = .e / re and where L is the size of Lhe computational domain in each Cartesian 
direction (we recall thaL the domain is a cube of edge length L= (n/2)R0 , see § 1.1 of 
Part 1 ). The maximum resolved wavenumber .e,,.ax is such that emax,....., kmaxrc = TC re/ fJ. = 
N9 (rJ. In other words, n k,,,a.. =N/2, where N=L/ IJ. = 512 would be the number of 
subdivisions in each Cartesian direction if the grid was refined to the maximum level 
everywhere. 
The resolved angular power spectra of the kinetic energy u;u, and density field 
p are shown in figures 1-i and I.\ respectively. For each field, we have chosen 
three different times of observation: t = 0.5LResl, 2LRe.< I and 3.StRest. Consider first 
figure 14. The initial perturbation signature, characterized by a Gaussian spectrum, 
is sti ll apparent at early times. The first reshock event has deposited a large amount 
of energy, which is visible by an increase of iCt from I = 0.SLResl to 2tRul . In the 
late-time decaying turbulence phase of the flow, a wide inertial subrange develops al 
the high wavenumbers, with a -5/3 scaling of the Kolmogorov type, as observed in 
simulations of planar RM and RT mixing (Hill, Pantano & Pullin 2006; Chung & 
Pullin 20 I 0). A similar scaling was also reached for a spherically imploding mixing 
layer at higher convergence ratio R0 / re ~ 8 and comparable £0 (Thomas & Kares 
20 1 2) . We conclude that, even though the convergence ratio reached here is rather 
modest (Ro/ re -::::::: 2 in both the heavy-light and light-heavy configurations; cf. Part 1 ), 
the large wavenumbers do not feel the effect of the mixing-layer curvature and that 
spherical turbulent mixing locally resembles its planar analogue. These conclusions 
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FIGURE 14 . Velocity (all components) angular power spectra at three different times, 
taken at r = rc(l): t = O.SIRe.rl (dashed line), 2tResi (dotted line), and 3.StRes l (solid line): 
(a) air-+ SF6 and (b) SF6 -+ air. The e-513 power law is represented by a thin straight 
line. All computed waveaumbers shown and 111,_ = 256. 
equally apply to light-heavy and heavy- light spherical mixing. Figure J "i confirms 
the previous observations but the inertial subrange is contaminated by the presence 
of aliased modes piling up ac high wavenumbers (especially in the heavy-light 
configuration). 
We recall that. for the accurate computation of compressible turbulent mixing, 
(i) weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) was not used within the mixing 
region and (ii) no explicit filtering of any kind was performed, as both tend to 
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FIGURE 15. Density angular power spectra at three different times, taken at r = rc(l): 
l = 0.5LResl (dashed line), 2tResl (dolled line) and 3.5lResl (solid line). The e-5/1 power law 
is represented by a thin straight line. All computed wavenumbers shown and n kmax = 256: 
(a) air~ SF6 and (h) SF6 --1- air. 
artificially remove energy from the highest resolved wavenumbers (Johnsen el al. 
~O I 0). The use of skew-symmetric-type discretizations (Honein & Moin 200-l) 
together with bandwidth-optimized centred stencils, such as the present tuned 
centre-difference (TCD) scheme (Hill & Pullin 2004), leads in general co good 
spectral results with minimal accumulation of energy owing co aliasing errors at the 
high-wavenumber end of the spectrum. However, in the simulation of turbulent mixing 
in planar (Hill et al. 2006) and cylindrical geometry (Lombardini, Deiterding & 
Pullin 2008), aliasing pile-up also appeared to be larger in scalar-type power spectra 
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(e.g. for the density, mass fraction and temperature fields) Chan in kinetic energy 
spectra, especially at late times. Kosovic, Pullin & Samcaney (2002 ) compared the 
stretched-vortex SGS model presently employed with a nonlinear SGS model for the 
si mulation of decaying compressible turbulence, both models accounting for important 
effects of the backscaeter of TKE. A low-numerical dissipation centred (compact) 
differencing scheme was scill employed (Lele 1992) and the advective term discretized 
using a skew-symmetric form without any form of dealiasing. Kosovic et al. (2002) 
observed similar spectral behaviour at high wavenumbers. Linear Smagorinksy-type 
SGS models with a positive eddy viscosity might offer better stabiliLy results but 
are absolutely dissipative and do not consider energy backscatter. ln the presence of 
periodic boundaries, dealiasing using the 3/2-rule led to improved specLral results in 
planar RT-like mixing (Chung & Pullin 20 I 0). An alternative for the present geometry 
would consist in dt!aliasing in the spherical wavenumber space at every time step, but 
this supposes an entirely new mathematical formulation and numerical implementation. 
5. Summary of results 
While Part 1 of chis study focused on Lhe growth of a spherical mixing layer 
impacted by a concentric implosion, presently we have investigated various turbulence 
statistics for both light- heavy and heavy-light mixing. Owing to the symmetry of the 
flow, we have calculated various spherical surface-averaged statistics. In particular, 
we have developed a spectral analysis for statistically isotropic turbulent fields on 
spherical surfaces. We recapitulate the following findings. 
(i) If molecular mixing is seen as a passive chemical equilibrium between light 
and heavy fluids, the total molecular mixing product 9(t) and the maximum 
molecular mixing product o(t) indicated effective competition between the 
mixing activity and the growth of large, entrained eddies within the layer. The 
ratio e = y /8 saturates at a late-time value ~o.8 in both light-heavy and 
heavy-light configurations, but the history of e (t) strongly depends on the 
configuration. 
(ii) Because variable-density turbulent mix.mg arises from the strong coupling 
between vdocity and density fluctuations, we have looked at both the turbulent 
intensity Sp = (p'2} 112; (p) at the mixing-layer centre, also called effective Atwood 
ratio Ae(l), and also the density self-correlation b(r. t), whose departure from 
Ep quantifies non-Aoussinesq effects. Here Ae(l) evolves in the opposite way 
of e (1). Both I ight-heavy and heavy-I ight configurations are characterized by 
a final value of Ae ~ 0.6 A. Radial profiles of b show a late-time asymmetry 
of the mixing layer, with a more pronounced peak on the heavy side in the 
light-heavy mixing. Non-Boussinesq effects appear to be the strongest at the 
layer edges. T n the surface-averaged transport equation for b, the production 
of density fluctuations by specific volume-dilatation correlations is the most 
dominant term at late times. 
(iii) Surface-averaged TKE and turbulent dissipation rate were defined in the context 
of explicit LES, and helped characterize the late-time decaying turbulence nature 
of the flow. The present fractions of subgrid TKE and turbulent dissipation 
relative to thei_r resolved analogues are comparable in trend to those observed in 
the planar (with rcshock) and cylindrical RM flows at comparable incident Mach 
numbers (Lombardini 2008; Lombardini et al. 20 I I). At higher Mach numbers, 
the relative subgrid (resolved) contribution to the TKE (turbulent dissipation) is 
expected to be even smaller than its resolved (subgrid) counterpart. 
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(iv) The turbulent mixing showed stronger anisotropy ac large scales than ac small 
scales. The scale-dependence of this anisotropy was assessed by defining 
directionally dependent Taylor and Kolmogorov turbulent microscales: directional 
analysis of the Taylor microscale, which is related to tbe wrinkling of the 
interfacial isosurface, showed a radial anisotropy of the flow even at late times, 
which was corroborated by an inspection of the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor. 
The radial structure of this tensor across the lighL-heavy mixing layer differs 
greatly from the heavy-light one. A small-scale tendency towards isotropy was 
inferred by inspection of the directional Kolmogorov scales. These feacures are 
often observed in planar and cyli ndrical RM flows (Lombardini 200~ ; Lombardini 
et al. 2011 ), and planar RT mixing as well (Cabot & Cook 2006 ). 
(v) Turbulent fields were decomposed using the spherical harmonics basis, from 
which the concept of angular power spectrum was developed in the special 
case of a statistically isotropic fie ld on a sphere. Kinetic energy and density 
turbulent spectra obtained at the mixing-layer centre displayed the formation of 
an inertial subrange approaching the Kolmogorov-like -5 / 3 power law at late 
times, similarly to planar and cylindrical shock-driven mixing at comparable 
ini tial perturbation dominant wavelengths and incident Mach numbers. The 
spectra were obtained from a narrow Gaussian-type perturbation spectrum 
with a dominant wavelength small compared with the initial radial position 
of the interface. The corresponding dominant wavenumber f 0 is comparable 
to the e = 30 mode asymmetry employed in the ICF implosion simulations of 
Thomas & Kares (2012) who obtained a similar -5/3 power law around the 
third reshock time. A convergence ratio of 8 for the pusher/gas interface was 
achieved in their simulations. Like Thomas & Kares (2012), the evidence of fully 
developed turbulence at rather low convergence ratios (compared with the high 
convergence ratio of 30 for the National Ignition Facility ignition target) could 
be significant for ICF applications as it demonstrates how 'small-to-moderate' e 
mode asymmetry can yield ignition fai lure as an add itional scenario to the usual 
assumption that degradation is dominated by RT interfacial instabilities of 'large' 
e (i.e. typically > I 00) modes. 
To summarize, heavy-light and light-heavy mixing differ from each other in the 
following measures: evolutions of .Jl> (t). 8 (t). A., (t) and e (t); and late-time radial 
profi les of b(r, 1) and R,,(r. I). Although heavy-light and light-heavy layers achieve 
similar convergence ratios and -5/3 power law for the turbulent spectra, the mixing 
evolution for each configuration is strongly influenced by their particular RT-unstable 
history. 
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Appendix A. Spherical surface-averaged turbulent budgets 
RANS modelling of turbulent mixing in variable-density flows is based on the 
turbulent transport equations of b, a; and .X:. Besnard et al. ( 199.2) derived these 
equal.ions in planar geometry and we extend them to ftows with a spherical symmetry. 
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A. I . Density selfcorrelation equation 
Scarcing from the continuicy equation, and observing chat b = - (p ' v'} = (p} (v} - I, 
with v = I / p, we obtain 
ab +ii, db = 2a, oh - 2 (J + b) a, o(p) + (p) .!!._ (r2 (p' v' u~) ) 
ot ar ar (p} ar r 2 ar (p) 
'-.,-' .____.,. ~--~~,-~~-
(b 0U ) (bOl (b l) (/J lf\ (b ffi) 
+ 2 (p} ( ( v' V · u') + ~ ( v' cot 8)). (A I ) 
(blVJ 
where 
(
I ') (u' cot8} ( v (v} a ( "( }) 
V V • U + = V • u } - - - r Ur . 
r r 2 or 
(A 2) 
The conveccion terms (b 0 ) and (b n redistribuce b across the mixing layer, from the 
heavy side to the light side and vice versa. Term (b TI) represents the production of 
b by the mean density gradient, cerm (b llJ) che turbulent transport towards the edges 
of the mixing layer responsible for the spreading of the b-profile, and cerm (b IV) 
che production of b by specific volume-di latacion correlations. Terms (b D and (b Il) 
represents a feedback from the Gr-equation presented below. 
A.2. Turbulent mass flux equation 
Starting from the Favre-filtered momentum equation governing the conservation of 
resolved-scale momentum pu, we derive a surface-averaged transport equation for the 
turbulent mass flux a,= (p' u~}/(p} in the radial direction: 
o((p}ar) {[ ( - )] 1 - } 
--- + V • (p} u @a •er - - (p} Uoar COt8 
ot r 
.____., 
(tJ, "l.t) (a, O) 
= b _a(p_} -b [cv. (u }) . er - ~ <uor} cot o] + (p} Iv' _ap') 
ar r \ ar 
.._..,__,,--~~~~------~~~~--(a,. f) (11, II) (a,ITI) 
(a, rvi 
-(p} (a·V (ii-a)] ·er+ ((p'u~u~}- Rr,) a(p) 
(p} ar 
(a, V) 
(a, VT) 
+ (p}{ [V · (a ® a)) · er - ~aoarCOt8} 
(a, VII) 
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- { (v · (p'u' ®u')] ·er- ~ (p'u~, u~) cote} 
(IJ, VITI) 
(A3) 
(u, IX) 
where a,; are the (resolved+ subgrid) stress tensor components, and, for any vectors 
c and d , 
J l 0 2 C9d 9 + Cip d,p [V· (c ® d)J·e,- - codrcot0=-
2
-(rc,d,)- . (A4) 
r r ar r 
Terms (a, 0) and (a, VII), of opposite sign and close magnitude, transport the 
turbulent mass flux from the heavy to light fluid and vice versa. The transport part 
of (a, VIII) spreads the turbulent mass flux by moving it from the interior towards 
the edges of the mixing layer. Term (a, ill) + (a, IV) and (a, Vl) arc production 
terms. Term (a, I) + (a, Tl) is also a production term, wh ich depends on the mix state 
through b. Term (a, TX) , which involves the radial velocity-d ilatation correlation, is 
expected to be negligible in weakly compressible turbulence. 
A.3. TKE equation 
From the momentum equation, we derive the surface-averaged transport equation for 
the TKE f = Rk1c/(2{p)): 
a( (p)%) a((p)X U,.) [ 1 J + = - R : Vu + -r (Re,;u,p - R¢ipue) col e at ar 
..____._., ----...-.--
, , ?'/ I 1£0 1 CXll 
- -- r pu + a,-- --(pcoc{))a0 1 a ( 2 < , , )) ( a (p} 1 ) 
r 2 ar r ar r 
(.£ II) (.;{:' Ill) 
+ ~-~~ (? (pu;'u;'u;))~ 
( . .:f' TVl (.;t' V) (.)£' VI) 
+ _:_2 !._ (r2 (ai,u;))- (a ·(V·cr)), (AS) r 8r 
(£VII) (£ Vlll) 
where 
The transport terms (.% 0 ), (.% Tl), (Jf' V) and (% Vrt) redistribute the TKE inside 
the mixing layer. In particular, term (£ 0) is responsible for the asymmetry of the 
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TKE profi le by transporting TKE from heavy to lighl sides; term (.;f V) spreads 
the TKE profile by transporting TKE from the interior to the edges of the mixing 
layer, while (.;f° II) has the opposite effect. Term (Jf: I ) represents the TKE exchange 
between the mean flow and the turbulent fluctuations. The viscous dissipation term 
(XVI) is expected lo remain symmetrical, as non-Boussinesq effects primarily 
affect the large-scale mean pressure gradient and velocily. Term (X TV) is expected 
to vanish in weakly compressible turbulence. The TKE equation is coupled to the 
ar-equation through the terms (X ITl) and (X VIII) . 
Equation (A:') is a transport equation for the surface-averaged resolved T KE, not 
the surface-averaged resolved + subgrid TKE. Therefore, the dissipation rate (XVI), 
which led to the definitions n .1 c.d), represents the dissipation rate of resolved TKE. 
This is acceptable because the TKE is given for the most part by its resolved fraction 
(figure h ). To be rigorous, one could actually derive a surface-averaged equation 
fo r the total TKE as follows. First, derive the Favre-filtered (LES) equation for the 
subgrid TKE r;;/2p, e.g. equation (10) of Pomraning & Rutland (2002); note how 
this equation naturally introduces extra subgrid correlations to model, in particular 
the dissipation term ( 12) in that paper. Second, derive the surface-averaged equation 
for (r,;) /2 (p ). Third, add that last equalion to (A 5) to obtain the surface-averaged 
equation for the total TKE. 
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